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Early time instability in nanofilms exposed to a large transverse thermal
gradient: Improved image and thermal analysis
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MC 128-95, Pasadena, California 91125, USA
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Liquid nanofilms exposed to a large transverse thermal gradient undergo an instability featuring an

array of nanopillars whose typical pitch is tens of microns. In earlier works, a comparison of this

pitch with the fastest growing wavelength predicted by three different models based on linear

instability showed closest agreement with a long wavelength thermocapillary mechanism in which

gravity plays no role. Here, we present improved feature extraction techniques, which allow

identification of the fastest growing wavelength at much earlier times than previously reported, and

more realistic simulations for assessing thermal gradients, which better approximate the actual

experimental system. While these improvements lead to better agreement with the thermocapillary

mechanism, there persists a quantitative discrepancy with theory which we attribute to a number of

experimental challenges. Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4968575]

I. BACKGROUND

Liquid films exposed to transverse thermal gradients are

known to develop circulatory flow patterns once a critical

parameter value is exceeded. For example, a liquid film sub-

ject to thermocapillary forces induced by surface thermal gra-

dients will spontaneously transition from a quiescent layer to

an organized array of convection cells once the Marangoni

number is exceeded. Demonstrations of this phenomenon,1

known as the B�enard-Marangoni instability,2,3 have delighted

generations for decades. For film thicknesses in the millime-

ter range or higher, for which hydrostatic forces are impor-

tant, the convection cells induce slight distortions of the

air/liquid interface. These surface deflections are typically

observed by seeding the surface with tiny reflecting particles

whose motion traces out symmetric surface patterns. Similar

surface patterns can arise in even thinner films of the order of

100 lm for which the film thickness is much smaller than

the cell separation distance. This limit, described by the long

wavelength approximation to the B�enard-Marangoni instabil-

ity,4,5 typically still yields small surface deflections since

hydrostatic forces remain non-negligible and since in experi-

ment, thermocapillary forces tend to be comparable to capil-

lary forces which repress interfacial curvature.

In the long wavelength limit, the governing dynamics

can be reduced to a single fourth order nonlinear partial

differential equation describing the spatiotemporal behavior

of the air/liquid interface, h(x, y, t), whose behavior can be

quantified by examining its modal response to infinitesimal

disturbances. Linearization of the interface equation yields a

dispersion equation whose positive real part bðj~kjÞ specifies

the rate of growth of linearly independent modes of wave

number j~kj. The neutrally stable solution bðj~kj ¼ 0Þ ¼ 0

reflects translational invariance. The solution bðj~kj ¼ kcÞ
¼ 0 identifies the critical wave number j~kc j beyond which

surface deflections are damped by capillary and hydrostatic

forces. The maximum growth rate bðj~kj ¼ koÞ identifies the

fastest growing wavelength, ko¼ 2p/ko, at early times.

It is often possible to identify the mechanism leading to

instability by measuring the characteristic wavelength at early

times and comparing the value to ko computed from linear

stability theory. The length separating adjacent convection

cells in macroscopic systems if often measured directly or

estimated by Fourier analysis of images obtained by shadow-

graphy, particle seeding, or particle image velocimetry.

Unfortunately, for the reasons described in this work, such

techniques are not feasible in liquid films whose initial thick-

nesses measure only a few hundred nanometers nor can the

temperature drops across such thin films be directly measured

either. These challenges have posed difficulties in identifying

the competitive forces leading to the spontaneous develop-

ment of array protrusions in nanofilms, as discussed next.

A. Controversy over the instability mechanism
in molten nanofilms

Roughly fifteen years ago, a controversy arose regarding

the source of instability in nanoscale liquid films manifest by

an array of nanoprotrusions separated by tens of microns. A

simplified sketch of the experimental geometry, along with

an atomic force microscopy image of the first experiments

conducted, is shown in Fig. 1.

It was initially proposed that the periodic nanopillar

arrays formed as a result of an induced surface charge (SC)

instability.8,9 Subsequent theoretical and experimental work

suggested that the instability might instead be due to an

acoustic phonon (AP) mechanism leading to periodic modu-

lation of the acoustic pressure within the film.10–13 More

recent theoretical and experimental work by our group has

indicated that the instability represents a new limit of the

long wavelength B�enard-Marangoni instability, distinguished

by extremely large thermocapillary forces and negligible
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hydrostatic forces, which promotes the growth of 3D protru-

sions. Numerical studies of the governing equations in this

limit6,14,15 have demonstrated that the thermocapillary

stresses rapidly outweigh capillary stresses by several orders

of magnitude, allowing film protrusions to grow without

bound until contact with the opposing substrate is achieved.

Experimental measurements have also confirmed that the

characteristic wavelength ko varies strongly with the magni-

tude of the temperature drop across the bilayer film, DT,

essentially ruling out the surface charge mechanism as the

dominant source of instability.16,17

In a previous work, we obtained good functional fits

between the experiment and the thermocapillary (TC) model

prediction for ko, but close quantitative agreement seemed to

require input values of the liquid thermal conductivity many

times larger than reported in the literature. We have since

revisited our analysis to ascertain whether this problem can

be resolved by making improvements to the image analysis

in order to extract ko at much earlier times and improve-

ments to the thermal simulations used to assess DT. In this

current work, we still focus on the dominant Fourier peak

from time resolved microscopy images of surface deforma-

tions observed in reflection mode to extract the values of ko.

However, we have implemented more robust image analysis

routines to help isolate this main peak at much earlier times

during instability. Such early time measurements better con-

form to the main assumption of linear stability analysis,

namely, that interface fluctuations remain very small in com-

parison to the initial film thickness.

Accurate estimates of DT [see Fig. 1(a)] are also

required for quantitative comparison to theoretical models.

Unfortunately, the bilayer thickness do is typically of the

order of 1 lm in experiment, a gap too small to allow direct

measurement by thermocouple or infrared techniques.

Estimates of DT are therefore obtained from thermal simula-

tions based on a more complete and more accurate finite

element model which more closely mimics the experimental

system consisting of thermal conduction through a multi-

layer structure at steady state conditions. In this current

work, we therefore also show how improved simulations

result in revised values of DT which on average are half as

large than previously reported.16

In what follows, we describe the improved image analy-

sis for isolating the fastest growing mode and a more accurate

thermal model for assessing the temperature drop across the

confined air/nanofilm bilayer. Feature extraction at much ear-

lier times, coupled with more realistic thermal simulations,

leads to a better overall functional and quantitative agreement

with the thermocapillary model. Despite these improvements,

there persists a quantitative discrepancy with theory which

we attribute to a number of experimental challenges.

II. LINEAR STABILITY PREDICTIONS FOR THE
WAVELENGTH OF THE FASTEST GROWING MODE

We first briefly review the predictions for ko arising

from three different physical models, namely, the induced

surface charge (SC), acoustic phonon (AP), and thermocapil-

lary (TC) models. These predictions derive from a modal

linear stability analysis of the governing interface equation

for h(x, y, t) in the long-wavelength limit do � ko where

hydrostatic forces play no role and the liquid viscosity is

assumed constant since the amplitude of surface deflections

at early times is very small. Listed in Tables I–III are the

analytic expressions for ko normalized by the initial film

thickness ho, along with key system dimensions and material

constants from experiments reported in the literature. The

complete derivations and additional experimental informa-

tion can be found in the references cited. A review of the

original experiments conducted by various groups, along

with a discussion of the challenges and deficiencies of each,

can be found in Ref. 6. As evident, the SC instability is

independent of the temperature drop DT, which disagrees

FIG. 1. Simplified geometry of experimental system (not drawn to scale)

depicting air/liquid bilayer confined between a hot and cold substrate whose

separation distance satisfies the long wavelength condition do� ko. Typical

experimental parameter values6 are ho� 50–400 nm; do� 0.1–2.5 lm;

DT ¼ Thot � Tcold � 10� 50 �C; and kexpt
o � 10� 50 lm. (b) Atomic force

microscopy image of solidified square array of nanopillars from a 95 nm

PMMA film after achieving contact with the cold substrate. Image area

approximately 50 lm � 50 lm. Height, diameter, and array pitch are

260 nm, 2.7 lm, and 3.4 lm, respectively. The actual value of DT is

unknown. Image reproduced from Deshpande et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 79,

1688 (2001). Copyright 2001 AIP Publishing LLC (Fig. 4).7

TABLE I. Normalized wavelength for the fastest growing mode in the

induced surface charge (SC) model.8,9 Listed are the relevant system dimen-

sions and material constants for low molecular weight poly(methylmetha-

crylate) (PMMA 2 kg/mol) films heated to 130 �C used in experiment.

kSC
o

2pho
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2eoe2

pcho

r2d2
o

s
do

ho
þ 1

ep
� 1

� �3=2

ho Initial film thickness 50–103 nm

do Substrate separation distance 180–640 nm

ko Fastest growing wavelength 2–8 lm

eo Vacuum permittivity 8.85� 10�12 F/m

ep PMMA permittivity 3.5

c PMMA surface tension 30 mN/m

r Interfacial charge density 10�3 mC/m2
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with experimental measurements.11,16 In what follows, we

therefore exclude this model from consideration and only

explore differences between the AP and TC models.

Experiments to date have used either polystyrene (PS)

or poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA) films spun coat onto a

silicon wafer to produce a flat and uniform film then melted

in situ. The main advantage to using polymer films is that

their low glass transition temperatures21 facilitate rapid melt-

ing and solidification. Estimates of the shear rates incurred in

experiment yield very small Deborah numbers, indicating

that non-Newtonian effects play no role at early times and

that the liquid film can be modeled as a simple Newtonian

fluid. All three models therefore assume that the film viscos-

ity is independent of the shear rate. However, the viscosity

of polymers depends strongly on temperature. While this

dependence ultimately slows the late time growth of protru-

sions as they approach the opposing cold substrate, it is not

expected to affect early time growth when surface deforma-

tions are of the order of tens of nanometers or less. All three

models therefore assume that the relevant film viscosity for

the linear stability analysis is constant and equal to the tem-

perature of the supporting substrate.

The expression for ko in the acoustic phonon model

(AP) in Table II relies on the constant �Q, the so-called acous-

tic quality factor, which arises from phonon transmission

and reflection from the three interfaces comprising the

bilayer system, namely, the silicon/polymer, the air/polymer,

and air/silicon surfaces. Positive values of �Q lead to film

destabilization and protrusion growth. In all experiments

conducted so far, the value of �Q has been treated as a fitting

parameter. The remaining material constants, namely, the

liquid film surface tension, c, and thermal conductivity of the

air and liquid film, have been obtained from literature values.

In the AP model then, the normalized wavelength of the fast-

est growing mode increases linearly with the normalized

substrate separation distance D� do/ho.

The expression for ko in the thermocapillary (TC) model

in Table III also relies on the liquid film surface tension, c,

the magnitude of the surface tension coefficient, j@c=@Tj,
and the air and liquid thermal conductivity, all values also

obtained from the literature. In contrast to the AP model,

however, the normalized wavelength of the fastest growing

mode increases with the normalized substrate separation dis-

tance D according to
ffiffiffiffi
D
p
þ ðj� 1Þ=

ffiffiffiffi
D
p

. While the original

experiments10–13 were designed to probe values of D � 5,

the experiments reported in Ref. 16 and reanalyzed in this

work allowed access to a larger range D � 25. This feature,

coupled with the ability to view the film instability in-situ,

has allowed more accurate measurements of ko for several

reasons, including rejection of runs suffering from non-

parallel substrates or defective films containing pinholes,

embedded or surface contaminant particles.

Prior work6 outlined the challenges inherent in making

direct comparison between theory and experiment. The big-

gest problem of all is that the majority of experiments prior

to 2011 reporting measurements of ko had little to do with

the actual instability in that the formations were allowed to

grow, make contact with the opposing substrate, and solidify

in place before the cold substrate was removed and measure-

ments of ko taken. Measurements obtained in this way not

only violate the assumptions of linear stability theory but

also include influences and effects not incorporated into the

theoretical analysis. For example, contact of a warm protru-

sion with the opposing cold substrate tends to induce coales-

cence of adjacent protrusions followed by flow migration

along the underside of the cold substrate, both of which

strongly affect the final measured values of ko. Film shrink-

age during solidification can also play a role. For accurate

comparison to model predictions for ko, the amplitude of fea-

tures which emerge from an initial flat air/liquid interface

must be infinitesimally small. In this work, we focus exclu-

sively on estimates of the instability wavelength measured at

the earliest possible time, given the experimental setup and

other limitations described.

The remainder of this work is divided as follows. In

Sec. III, we briefly review some details of the experimental

apparatus used in Ref. 16, from which the raw images

analyzed in this current work were obtained. In Sec. IV, we

outline significant improvements to the image analysis and

processing routines which lead to more accurate measure-

ments of ko at much earlier times than those reported in Ref.

16. In Sec. V, we detail a new finite element model used to

extract more accurate estimates of DT which better mimics

the experimental system. These two improvements lead to

better overall agreement with the thermocapillary model.

TABLE II. Normalized wavelength for the fastest growing mode in the

acoustic phonon (AP) model. Listed are the relevant system dimensions and

material constants for high molecular weight polystyrene (PS 108 kg/mol)

films used in experiment.10–13

kAP
o

2pho
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
cup

�Qð1� jÞkaDT

r
do

ho
þ j� 1

� �
ho Initial film thickness 80–130 nm

do Substrate separation distance 100–600 nm

ko Fastest growing wavelength 1–10 lm

DT Temperature differential 10–55 �C

c PS surface tension 30 mN/m

up Speed of sound in PS 1850 m/s (Ref. 18)
�Q Acoustic phonon coefficient 6

ka Air thermal conductivity 34 mW/m �C (Ref. 18)

kp PS thermal conductivity 160 mW/m �C

j Thermal conductivity ratio ka/kp 0.213

TABLE III. Normalized wavelength for the fastest growing mode in the

thermocapillary model.6,14–16 Listed are the relevant system dimensions and

material constants for low molecular weight polystyrene (PS 1.3 kg/mol)

films used in experiment.

kTC
o

2pho
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4c

3jj@c=@TjDT

s ffiffiffiffiffi
do

ho

r
þ j� 1ð Þ

ffiffiffiffiffi
ho

do

r !

ho Initial film thickness 95–390 nm

do Substrate separation distance 605–2360 nm

ko Fastest growing wavelength 27–68 lm

DT Temperature difference 16–44 �C

c Surface tension (100 �C) 33 mN/m (Ref. 19)

ka Air thermal conductivity (80 �C) 30 mW/m �C (Ref. 20)

kp PS thermal conductivity (100 �C) 128 mW/m �C (Ref. 19)

j Thermal conductivity ratio ka/kp 0.234

j@c=@Tj Surface tension coefficient 78 lN/m �C (Ref. 19)
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We conclude by examining some persistent deficiencies,

however, which are traceable to uncertainties in measure-

ment of key parameters needed to make contact with theory.

III. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

We review some key aspects of the experimental setup

shown in Fig. 2. More extensive discussion, including sample

preparation procedures, can be found in Ref. 16. The resistive

heating element used to enforce the temperature differential DT

across the bilayer film consisted of an indium tin oxide (ITO)

coated glass slide. The current passed through the ITO layer for

increasing the overall thermal flux was regulated via a propor-

tional integral derivative (PID) feedback control. Heat loss

beneath the glass slide was minimized by a thin layer of fiber-

glass insulation. The thermal sink used to draw heat vertically

and away from the air/liquid bilayer consisted of a thin copper

sheet (Cu) in contact with a chiller loop perforated with a small

cylindrical viewing port. Strong suction was applied to the

region beneath the glass coverslip (i.e., vacuum region) to

enforce good contact between the sapphire disk and cold Cu

sheet. The heat sink enforced through the chiller loop and the

thinness of the interstitial material layers guaranteed that the

dominant heat flux traversing the layered stack was due to con-

duction and not convection or radiation. (In Sec. V, we provide

estimates of the thermal flux due to thermal conduction, convec-

tion, and radiation and conclude that conduction is dominant.)

In most of the experimental runs listed in Table VII, the

underside of the sapphire window was patterned with a

transparent cylindrical disk of SU-8. This cooled disk helped

trigger and localize the instability to the region directly

below the disk where the nominal temperature gradient, DT/

do, was largest. The thickness of the air layer above the nano-

film was enforced by four SU-8 spacers patterned onto the

sapphire disk. In each run, two thermocouples were used to

measure Tþ (beneath the exterior edge of the silicon wafer)

and T– (top surface of the Cu layer just beyond the glass cov-

erslip). Time stamped color images of reflections from the

liquid surface were captured by a CCD camera at 10� mag-

nification. Tables VI and VII list all relevant dimensions,

operating conditions, material constants, and numerical esti-

mates of DT for all runs analyzed.

In the experiments which provided the raw images rean-

alyzed in this work,16 a polymer coated silicon wafer was

inserted into the assembly prior to a run and the opposing

hot and cold substrates leveled and made parallel by adjust-

ing external screws until interference fringes observed were

all but eliminated. Data collection began once power was

delivered to the indium tin oxide (ITO) slide, which set the

origin of time for each run. Thereafter, images were captured

at regular intervals, typically between 20 s and 2 min,

depending on the flow speed generated and the rapidity with

which protrusions grew. To ensure that the temperature drop

DT had reached steady state conditions before any measure-

ments of ko were initiated, the rise time to reach Tþ was

monitored. Depending on the power applied, the rise time

ranged from 1.5 to 5 min, only after which were measure-

ments of ko recorded.

IV. ESTIMATES OF THE FASTEST GROWING
WAVELENGTH FROM IMPROVED IMAGE ANALYSIS

Accurate measurement of the instability wavelength at

early times requires feature extraction from rather noisy

images which appear featureless to the naked eye. Here, we

describe the various steps used to facilitate identification of

emergent structure formation.

A. Image analysis protocol

The color image sequences for each experimental run

were first separated into three color channels (RGB)—the

channel exhibiting the highest contrast was selected for anal-

ysis. Typically, the blue channel offered highest contrast—

see Table VII. Image subtraction was then carried out to

reduce image noise, especially problematic at early times, or

to eliminate obvious artifacts such as stationary dust particles

on any of the optical components. For each image sequence,

a reference image captured at time tref was selected and sub-

tracted from all subsequent images. This reference image

was always obtained after the thermocouple registering the

value Tþ had reached the desired set point and the color of

the nanofilm had stabilized. (The ITO coated slide typically

required several minutes to achieve steady state after the

power was applied.) The mean intensity of each image was

then computed and that value subtracted from each image to

yield a mean intensity of zero. This step eliminated the zero

wave number Fourier component which sometimes occluded

the peak of interest associated with the instability.

FIG. 2. Diagram of the experimental setup16 illustrating the many layers

affecting heat transfer throughout the system (not drawn to scale).

Dimensions and thermal conductivities of each layer are listed in Table VI.

Designated temperature readings, Tþ and T–, were registered using small

thermocouples and used to calibrate boundary temperatures in the finite ele-

ment simulations described in Sec. V.
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B. Extraction of ko from power spectra

The 2D discrete Fourier transform for each image in a

run sequence was then computed using a 2D fast Fourier

transform routine.22 The data were radially averaged by first

segmenting the image into concentric rings of width

Dk¼ 2p/Li, where Li denotes the smaller of the raw image

dimensions given in Table VII, and then averaging the

Fourier components within each ring. The corresponding

power spectrum, i.e., modulus squared of the Fourier coeffi-

cients, was then re-scaled in amplitude so that the maximum

peak value of the final image in chronological order was

equal to one. This step ensured that the Jacobian values gen-

erated during the nonlinear regression were well-

conditioned—otherwise, large Fourier amplitude coefficients

tended to overwhelm and distort the peak fitting parameters.

The resulting scaled data were then fit to the curve G[k(t)]
given by Eq. (1), which represents the sum of a Lorentzian

peak with an exponentially decaying background, according

to which

G½ k tð Þð � ¼ fo tð Þ a2 tð Þ
a2 tð Þþ k tð Þ� ko tð Þ½ �2

þ f1 tð Þe�b tð Þk tð Þ þ f2 tð Þ;

(1)

where kðtÞ ¼ j~kðtÞj and t denotes time. The fitting parameters

describe a Lorentzian peak amplitude fo(t) with half-width at

half-maximum a(t) centered about the wave number koðtÞ
¼ j~koðtÞj summed with an exponential curve of amplitude

f1(t) and decay constant b(t) (associated with the background

intensity). The value f2(t) was used to set the vertical offset.

The contribution from the decaying exponential is typical of

spectral leakage which occurs when periodic extension of

the observation window imposed on the fundamental image

does not match the periodicity (or lack thereof) of the struc-

ture in the fundamental image.23 Good fits were obtained

by analyzing images in reverse chronological order since

the peak value ko(t), the most sensitive parameter in the non-

linear fitting process, was usually easily identifiable.

Additionally, iteration on the fitting parameters proceeded

more quickly by using the spectral curve fitting parameters

at time tnþ1 as initial estimates for the fitting parameters at

the earlier time tn.

The initial parameter values for the fitting routine gener-

ally fell into two categories—either the Lorentzian peak dom-

inated the exponentially decaying background or else the

exponential background was comparable or even larger than

the Lorentzian peak amplitude. Correspondingly, the initial

seed for the amplitude of the Lorentzian, fo, was set to be

much larger than f1, i.e., 1.0 versus 0.1. Else, the initial seed

values were reversed, i.e., fo¼ 0.2 and f1¼ 5.0. The initial

guesses for the peak half-width at half-maximum, a(t) and

decay value b(t), were usually chosen to be 0.03 and 10,

respectively—these values showed only weak dependence on

the initial choices for fo and f1. The final parameter values for

the nonlinear fitting routine for the image sequences shown in

Figs. 3(d) and 4(d) can be found in Tables IV and V.

On occasion, the automated fitting routine ran into prob-

lems of numerical overflow or division by zero, mostly for

FIG. 3. Representative images of structure formation in an initially flat

and uniform PS nanofilm for experiment #56 in Table VII. (a) Grey

scale images from the blue channel for times t¼ 16 min, 56 min, and

96 min. (b) Corresponding gray scale images after subtraction of refer-

ence image tref¼ 4 min and zeroing of mean intensity value. (c)

Corresponding normalized power spectra. Red arrow denotes the wave

number ~koðtÞ. (d) Data and fit curves for the radially averaged power

spectra during instability and growth. (e) Peak wave number ko(t)—

dashed line represents initial value. Vertical bars represent the peak full

width at half maximum, namely, 2 a(t). The wave number at t¼ 16 min

equals ko¼ 0.169 lm–1, corresponding to a fastest growing wavelength

ko¼ 37.2 lm.
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images obtained at very early times, well before any features

were discernible by the naked eye. In such cases, the routine

was re-initiated using a new set of parameter values for

which the amplitude of the Lorentzian peak and the exponen-

tial background were set equal to the maximum of the spec-

tral curve. The nonlinear fitting routine then converged on a

successful fit even in the absence of a Lorentzian-like peak.

Consequently, a set of selection criteria were established to

define a valid peak fit. If a peak could not be reliably

extracted no matter the initial parameter values, then that

data point was discarded and the next image analyzed.

Finally, the values of koðtÞ ¼ 2p=kðtÞ were plotted in time

and the earliest valid fit identified as ko. These improvements

over the original analysis16 led to more accurate and repro-

ducible fits. More significantly, these enhancements pro-

duced measurement of the fastest growing wavelength at

much earlier times than previously reported—see Fig. 6(b)

for a direct comparison. In the absence of any defects or

other spurious features, only a single peak appeared in the

power spectra at early times, which greatly simplified the

analysis. For most but not all runs, the location of that peak

remained relatively fixed in time, yielding a fairly constant

value of ko. In some cases, we did observe a slight decrease

in ko in time, as discussed next. In other cases, late time anal-

ysis was complicated by the appearance of interference

fringes arising from taller protrusions, either from instability

growth or coalescence of neighboring fluid mounds. These

images were discarded since they could not be analyzed by

the procedure described.

C. Application of image processing routines to sample
runs

Shown in Fig. 3 for experiment #56 are the results of the

image processing routine used to extract the value of ko.

FIG. 4. Representative images of structure formation in an initially flat

and uniform PS nanofilm for experiment #69 in Table VII. (a) Grey

scale images from the blue channel for times t¼ 22 min, 70 min, and

118 min. (b) Corresponding gray scale images after subtraction of refer-

ence image tref¼ 14 min and zeroing of mean intensity value. (c)

Corresponding normalized power spectra. Red arrow denotes the wave

number ~koðtÞ. (d) Data and fit curves for the radially averaged power

spectra during instability and growth. (e) Peak wave number ko(t)—

dashed line represents initial value. Vertical bars represent the peak full

width at half maximum, namely, 2 a(t). The wave number at t¼ 22 min

equals ko¼ 0.151 lm–1, corresponding to a fastest growing wavelength

ko¼ 41.6 lm.

TABLE IV. Fit parameters according to Eq. (1) for the curves shown in

Fig. 3(d).

Time (min) fo� 102 a� 102 (1/lm) ko (1/lm) f1� 102 b (lm) f2� 104

16 0.121 11.2 0.169 0.115 47.8 3.08

36 0.767 7.21 0.164 2.78 40.7 4.12

56 3.26 4.80 0.169 1.24 13.2 3.69

76 11.3 3.34 0.171 3.51 9.27 0.235

96 29.5 2.93 0.169 8.13 10.4 �7.08

116 66.4 2.55 0.168 18.5 12.0 �14.7

130 101 2.37 0.167 31.2 13.9 �12.2

TABLE V. Fit parameters according to Eq. (1) for the curves shown in

Fig. 4(d).

Time (min) fo� 102 a� 102 (1/lm) ko (1/lm) f1� 102 B (lm) f2� 104

22 0.0386 8.21 0.151 … … 12.2

46 0.949 3.01 0.131 0.939 36.0 1.90

70 4.45 1.99 0.126 2.70 25.3 2.47

94 13.8 1.67 0.124 6.85 21.6 2.42

118 34.3 1.57 0.122 19.8 29.6 0.784

142 65.9 1.55 0.121 44.7 37.6 �3.26

170 112 1.59 0.119 108 56.4 �10.4
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Experimental information relevant to that particular run can

be found in Table VII. Fig. 3(a) depicts three grey scale

images from the blue channel for times t¼ 16 min, 56 min,

and 96 min which illustrate structure formation at early,

intermediate, and late times. Fig. 3(b) shows these images

after subtraction and zeroing of the mean intensity value.

(The images shown in Fig. 3(b) have been rescaled in ampli-

tude with MATLAB routine Imadjust22 to maximize contrast

for visualization purposes only.) These first two steps helped

maximize contrast of embedded structure formation, none

evident to the naked eye. Fig. 3(c) shows the corresponding

2D Fourier transforms. Plotted in Fig. 3(d) are the radially

averaged power spectral curves—the fit parameters can be

found Table IV. The two earliest curves exhibit a very broad

peak indicative of film isotropy as evident in the left panel of

Fig. 3(b). From t¼ 56 min onwards, a sharp peak begins to

develop. Inspection of images at t¼ 56 min and 96 min indi-

cates emergent hexagonal order which produced six darker

spots decorating the main ring in the middle and right panels

of Figs. 3(b). Numerical simulations for the late time behav-

ior of the thermocapillary model6 have shown that the onset

of the nonlinear regime is characterized by such hexagonal

order. Plotted in Fig. 3(e) are the extracted values for ko(t)
spanning the linear to nonlinear regime. The earliest value

extracted, here t¼ 16 min, was identified with the instability

wavelength, ko¼ 2p/ko. The majority of experiments tended

to generate fairly constant values of ko(t) even beyond the

linear regime, as illustrated by the curve in Fig. 3(e).

Occasionally, the initial value ko(t) was observed to

decrease in time before leveling off to a constant value.

Shown in Fig. 4 is a representative example from experiment

#69. Inspection of the 2D Fourier transform in Fig. 4(c)

reveals late time structure formation more closely resem-

bling square and not hexagonal ordering. Numerical simula-

tions for the late time behavior of the thermocapillary

model6 have shown that non-parallel substrates, which intro-

duce an additional unintended lateral thermal gradient, can

generate nanopillar arrays exhibiting fourfold and not sixfold

symmetry. This effect might help explain the observed

decrease in ko(t) in Fig. 4(e). Nonetheless, the value used to

compare with theoretical models was chosen to be the wave-

number at earliest time for which a Lorentzian peak could be

identified, in this case the value of ko(t¼ 22 min).

D. Complications incurred by film defects

Embedded or exposed defects in liquid nanofilms com-

promise film uniformity by causing local film thickening.

While such defects are always a nuisance, they cause special

problems in experiments with nanofilms due to the more

rapid growth of thicker regions exposed to a large thermal

gradient. Such growth, however, arises from a nucleation

and growth process and not linear instability. While contami-

nant particles that appear on the surface of optical compo-

nents or the sapphire window could be easily removed from

view by image subtraction, defects integral to the thin liquid

film could not so easily be removed since their presence

tended to induce periodic film undulations nearby. In gen-

eral, such defective films were either excluded from analysis

or else the analysis was restricted to smaller defect-free

regions far from the offending site. The latter, of course,

tended to increase noise since the sample image size for

analysis was smaller still.

The two most common defects observed in spun coat PS

films are illustrated in Fig. 5(a). Embedded defects tended to

produce isolated thickened regions encapsulating contami-

nants. Exposed defects produced ring-like elevations. Both

caused film undulations in regions adjacent to the defect

especially once the liquid got drawn toward the cold sub-

strate. Shown in Fig. 5(b) are two gray scale images

extracted from the green color channel for experiment #62 at

time t¼ 10 min. Fig. 5(c) shows the corresponding images

after subtraction by the reference image at tref¼ 3 min and

zeroing of the mean intensity value. The image on the left

shows structure formation as a result of the instability while

the image on the right shows the evolution of the instability

modified by the presence of a large dewetted hole caused by

an exposed particulate. A comparison of the two radially

averaged and normalized Fourier transforms are shown in

Fig. 5(d). Since the areas analyzed were small (see Table

VII), defects had a pronounced effect on the characteristic

wavelength ko extracted from the Lorentzian peak. The back-

ground intensity amplitude due that defect was large, which

therefore led to much larger Fourier components and there-

fore more background noise. This effect remained a problem

even when the image size was larger.

In this particular run shown, the wave number for

the defect free region at t¼ 10 min was measured to be ko

¼ 0:164 ðlmÞ�1
for a value ko¼ 38.4 lm, while that for the

exposed defect region was measured to be ko¼ 0.216 (lm)–1

for a value ko¼ 29.1 lm. Closer inspection revealed that

exposed and embedded defects induced local ordering and

growth in adjacent regions of the film, both of which inter-

fered with measurement of the native instability wavelength.

As a result, sequences or portion of sequences containing

defects were eliminated from analysis.

E. Results of ko from enhanced image analysis

Shown in Fig. 6(a) is a direct comparison of ko values

obtained from the current and original study.16 Fig. 6(b)

shows a direct comparison of the times at which those

values were extracted. The analysis procedure enhanced

feature extraction, which in turn allowed identification ko at

earlier times. Shown in Fig. 6(c) is a comparison of the orig-

inal and current data sets for the normalized quantity

koðDTÞ1=2=ho versus the normalized separation distance

D¼ do/ho against the predictions of the AP (dashed line)

and TC (solid curve) models, whose expressions are given

in Tables II and III and Eqs. (2) and (3). Here, the coeffi-

cients CAP and CTC were treated as fit parameters. In that

figure, the input values for DT are those estimates computed

from the original thermal simulations,16 which are labeled

DTorig in Table VII. (In Sec. V, we describe improvements

to the thermal simulations leading to revised current values

DTcurr.)
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FIG. 6. Comparison between the original16 and current data sets for ko. (a)

Extracted values of ko for the 26 experiments listed in Table VII. (b)

Measurement times for reported values of ko. (c) Extracted values of the

scaled quantity ko �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
DT
p

=ho versus normalized separation distance D¼ do/

ho. The solid and dashed lines represent least squares fits to the AP and TC

models as described in the text. The fit constants are CAP ¼ 145 ð�CÞ1=2
and

CTC ¼ 576 ð�CÞ1=2
. (d) Residual values for the fits shown in (c). The sum of

squared residuals was computed to be SSRAP ¼ 1:15� 107 �C and

SSRTC ¼ 2:73� 106 �C.

FIG. 5. (a) Sketch illustrating defect-free, embedded defect and exposed

defect regions of a liquid nanofilm. (b) Grey scale images from the green

channel of experiment #62 in Table VII showing both a defect-free region

and a dewetted region caused by an exposed contaminant particle. (c)

Corresponding gray scale images after subtraction of reference image

tref¼ 3 min and zeroing of mean intensity value. (d) Corresponding 2D

power spectra showing influence of dewetted hole. (e) Corresponding radi-

ally averaged and normalized power spectra. Estimates of ko (t¼ 10 min)

and ko (t¼ 10 min) obtained from fit to Eq. (1). The dewetted hole led to a

smaller estimate of ko.
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kAP
o �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
DT
p

=ho ¼ CAPðDþ j� 1Þ; (2)
and

kTC
o �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
DT
p

=ho ¼ CTC

ffiffiffiffi
D
p
þ j� 1ð Þffiffiffiffi

D
p

 !
: (3)

These fit constants were compared to the values derived

from the theoretical models, namely,

CAP ¼ 2p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
cup= �Qð1� jÞka

q
; (4)

and

CTC ¼ 2p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4c=3jj@c@Tj

p
: (5)

For consistency in testing the experimental data against

the AP and TC model predictions, the input values of the

material constants are those listed in Table III. The speed of

sound in PS was chosen24 to be 1300 m/s. For the AP model,

the experimental fit constant was computed to be CAP¼ 145

(�C)1=2 while the value computed from Eq. (4) was

CAP¼ 111 (�C)1=2. Likewise, the experimental fit constant

for the TC model was computed to be CTC¼ 576 (�C)1=2

while that computed from Eq. (5) was CTC¼ 308 (�C)1=2.

Although the experimental and theoretical values for the fit

constant are much closer in the AP model, the overall func-

tional fit to the current data set is better approximated by the

variation in D predicted by the TC model.

Unfortunately, the runs and images which manifested

larger defect-free regions are clustered about smaller values

of D ranging from about 2 to 8. Those runs correspond to

cases in which the instability evolved beneath the cooled

SU-8 disk, as depicted in Fig. 2. The experiments for which

D> 10 contained no disk such that the instability was free to

evolve anywhere beneath the larger cold sapphire window.

While the linear and curved lines representing the AP and

TC models better separate as D increases, experimental diffi-

culties set in once D> 10. For example, the larger the value

of D, the more difficult it was to level the substrates to ensure

parallelism, which in turn led to more uncertainty in the

value of do and therefore D. That said, the residual values

plotted in Fig. 6(d) confirm closer agreement with the TC

model. To quantify the quality of fit, we used the sum

of squared residuals, here equal to SSRAP¼ 1.15� 107 �C
versus SSRTC¼ 2.73� 106 �C.

V. ESTIMATES OF DT FROM IMPROVED FINITE
ELEMENT MODEL

The temperature difference DT between the hot and cold

substrates which confine the air/polymer bilayer is a key

input parameter for estimating the wavelengths in Tables II

and III. In all experiments to date reported in the literate, the

separation distance do was far too small to accommodate

even the smallest of thermocouples, so no direct measure-

ment of DT could be made. Descriptions of previous experi-

ments8–13 suggest that the values of DT were incorrectly
assumed to be the difference in temperature between the

set points of the hot and cold stages contacting the two

substrates. Such estimates, however, tend to overestimate

DT. The presence of thin interstitial material layers induced

additional thermal resistance, and the many edges which act

like thermal fins also induce thermal losses which are not

insignificant.

In the original study,16 finite element simulations25 were

therefore used to obtain estimates of DT for each experimen-

tal run, namely, DT ¼ Tðr ¼ 0; z ¼ 0Þ � Tðr ¼ 0; z ¼ doÞ.
The experimental system was modeled by a simplified (axi-

symmetric) geometry consisting only of those material layers

in Fig. 7 situated between the two thermocouples shown.

Isothermal boundary conditions were imposed along the top

of the air layer, Tðr; z ¼ doÞ ¼ T�, and the bottom of the

molten PS nanofilm, Tðr; z ¼ 0Þ ¼ Tþ. The remaining exter-

nal boundaries of the computational domain were made to

coincide with the external edges of each material layer and

assumed to be insulating boundaries, thereby subject to van-

ishing Neumann conditions. The numerical results were cali-

brated against experiment by ensuring that the temperature

recorded by thermocouples placed at two designated loca-

tions outside the bilayer region, namely, Tþ and T– in Fig. 7,

matched the numerical estimates. The original estimates for

DT obtained in this way are designated DTorig in Table VII.

In this current revised study, the computational domain

was enlarged to include all those material layers shown in

Fig. 7 (dimensions listed in Table VI) including the

FIG. 7. Axisymmetric geometry for finite element model used to assess

steady state temperature distribution within the domain specified by the exte-

rior (blue) boundary (not drawn to scale). Symmetry condition about the ver-

tical axis: @T@r(r¼ 0, z)¼ 0. Isothermal boundary condition T¼T– applied

to the top surface of the cold Cu sheet beyond the edge of the glass cover-

slip. The heat per unit volume generated within the ITO layer was modeled

by a constant heat generation term, _QITO, whose value was adjusted until the

resulting temperature Tþ matched the thermocouple measurement. Far field

isothermal boundary conditions, Tamb ¼ 23 �C, applied where shown. Table

VI lists the dimensions of all domains; Table VII lists the values of Tþ, T–,

and DTcurr for each computational run.
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surrounding air. Far-field isothermal boundary conditions

were set to an ambient temperature of 23 �C. The (axisym-

metric) computational domain measured 100 mm in radius

and 600 mm along the vertical axis. The maximum radial

size of the interior material layers was set by the outer radius

of the top (cold) Cu sheet and the large (bottom) glass sup-

port, both equal to 50 mm. An internal volumetric heat

source, _QITO, distributed within the volume of the ITO layer,

was included in the model to mimic Joule heating from that

layer. The isothermal boundary condition applied to the top

surface of the top (cold) Cu sheet beyond the edge of the

glass coverslip, namely, T¼T–, acted as the thermal sink to

draw heat away from the ITO layer. Conduction was esti-

mated to be the dominant mode of heat transfer throughout

the entire system (see discussion below). The equation gov-

erning the temperature distribution at steady state operation

was therefore given by

r 	 ðkirTÞ þ _QITO ¼ 0 ; (6)

where ki represents the thermal conductivity of the various

elements listed in Table VI and _QITO ¼ 0 everywhere except

within the ITO layer. All ki values were assumed to be con-

stant and independent of temperature except for the value of

air for which tabulated values as a function of temperature

were readily available.

Finite element simulations25 were conducted using a

direct linear solver and Lagrange quadratic elements. Given

the large range in material layer thicknesses (ranging from

nm to cm), rectangular meshes containing a minimum of five

elements were used to span the vertical dimensions of the

thinnest domains—these included the ITO, PS, and SU-

8 layers. The air layer and SU-8 disk were meshed by free

and extremely fine triangular meshes, respectively. All

remaining layers were meshed with extremely coarse free tri-

angular meshes modified to have a minimum element size of

0.01 lm, a maximum element growth rate of 1.75, and a res-

olution of narrow regions of 3. All other meshing parameters

were set to extremely coarse defaults. The approximate num-

ber of elements was 460 000 with slightly more than 106

degrees of freedom.

The actual electrical power per unit volume generated

by passage of current to the ITO layer could not be measured

in experiment. Instead, the quantity _QITO in Eq. (6) was

adjusted for each run until it yielded a match with the tem-

perature Tþ (r¼ 13.1 mm, z¼ –ds) measured by a thermo-

couple. The total input power determined in this way

generated values between 14.5 W and 31.9 W, well below

the 120 W maximum output of the power supply. The result-

ing values for _QITO are listed in Table VII along with

the corresponding solutions for DTcurr ¼ Tðr ¼ 0; z ¼ 0Þ
�Tðr ¼ 0; z ¼ doÞ. For experiments #65–69 in Table VII

where there was no SU-8 disk, the location z¼ do refers to

the bottom surface of the cold sapphire disk.

Fig. 8 shows representative results for the steady state

temperature distributions. The parameter values used here

are for experiment #56—see Tables VII and VI. Fig. 8(a)

illustrates the large variation in mesh sizes needed for the

various material layers. The densest meshes overlay the thin-

nest layers. Fig. 8(b) shows a color map of the temperature

distribution matching the two boundary values,

Tþ¼ 113.0 �C and T–¼ 35.3 �C. The region of highest tem-

perature shown in white is due to the ultra low thermal con-

ductivity of the adjacent air, which acts as a thermal

insulator. The solid line in Fig. 8(c) depicts the revised tem-

perature profile along the underside of the silicon wafer, T(r,

z¼ –ds). By contrast, the dashed line represents the isother-

mal boundary condition enforced in the original study,16

namely, T(r, z¼ –ds)¼Tþ. While the isothermal assumption

works well at large radial distances r> 8 mm, it fails signifi-

cantly closer to the central axis r¼ 0. The revised simula-

tions confirm that the Si wafer is significantly cooler than

originally believed, consistent with the fact that the overhead

SU-8 disk (or sapphire disk when the SU-8 is not present)

cools the Si and PS layers beneath it. Shown in Fig. 8(d) are

TABLE VI. Dimensions and thermal conductivity values for the material layers shown in Figs. 2 and 7. The thermal conductivity of sapphire was chosen to be

31.0 W/m �C since the orientation axis was unknown (32.7 W/m �C at 45 �C for orientation parallel to c-axis; 30.2 W/m �C at 42 �C for orientation perpendicu-

lar to c-axis). The thermal conductivity of ITO typically varies between 4.00 W/m �C and 5.86 W/m �C based on oxygen content, also unknown. A representa-

tive value 5.00 W/m �C was therefore used.

Feature Thickness (mm) Outer radius (mm) Thermal conductivity (W/m �C)

Glass coverslip 0.150 14.1 1.10 (23 �C)26

Upper (cold) Cu sheet (with 0.5 mm hole) 1.56 50.0 391 (20 �C)27

Evacuated air layer (i.e., vacuum) 1.56 0.500 0.0257–0.0454 (20–300 �C)25

Cylindrical sapphire window 0.400 3.75 31.0 (42–45)28

SU-8 disk 1.38� 10�3 0.500 0.30029

1.48� 10�3 0.500 0.30029

SU-8 spacers (modeled as ring) (width 4.24 lm) doþSU-8 disk thickness 1.504 0.30029

Air gap do–ho (Table VII) 14.1 0.0257–0.0454 (20–300 �C)25

PS nanofilm ho (Table VII) 14.1 0.130 (100 �C)19

Silicon wafer 0.675 14.1 115 (77 �C)30

Thermal paste (Omegatherm 201) 0.100 8.75 2.3131

Lower (hot) Cu sheet 1.50 8.75 391 (20 �C) 27

ITO layer 1.50 � 10�4 (Ref. 32) 13.0 5.0033

Glass slide 0.700 13.0 1.10 (23 �C)26

Glass support 2.00 50.0 1.10 (23 �C)26
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TABLE VII. Listing of all experiments analyzed along with relevant parameter values for the experimental setup sketched in Fig. 2. Symbol definitions: do denotes the separation distance between the proximal hot and

cold substrates; ho is the initial thickness of the PS nanofilm; SU-8 disk thickness refers to the overall separation distance between the hot silicon wafer and the cold sapphire window minus do; Tþ and T– denote the mea-

sured thermocouple readings at the locations shown in Fig. 2; Analysis channel refers to the image color channel with the highest contrast (R, G, or B); Image size refers to the image area dimensions; korig
o ; torig

meas, and

DTorig, as well as kcurr
o ; tcurr

meas, and DTcurr, denote the original16 or current values of the fastest growing wavelength measured (meas) at the time indicated, along with the computed values of DT from numerical simula-

tions. The time of the reference image used for image subtraction is denoted by tref. The power per unit volume for the source term in Eq. (6) is represented by _QITO.

Exp. no. do (nm) ho (nm)

SU-8 disk

thickness (lm) Tþ (�C) T– (�C)

Analysis

channel

Image size

H�W (lm�lm) korig
o (lm) torig

meas (min) DTorig (�C) kcurr
o (lm) tcurr

meas (min) DTcurr (�C) tref (min) _QITO � 1011 (W/m3)

45 685 186 1.48 113.5 53.4 Blue 297� 296 42.1 112.0 23.0 46.0 26.0 13.7 16.0 3.45

46 900 189 1.38 114.6 44.6 Blue 312� 270 44.2 116.0 32.5 37.0 18.0 19.8 4.0 3.89

47 810 189 1.38 114.3 64.8 Blue 270� 234 43.7 34.0 23.0 40.9 14.0 12.7 12.0 2.85

48 840 183 1.38 112.9 37.0 Blue 234� 246 35.4 90.0 35.2 32.5 20.0 20.6 14.0 4.24

49 940 181 1.38 114.6 80.2 Blue 354� 269 67.5 180.0 16.0 45.4 8.0 9.8 4.0 1.95

50 900 181 1.38 113.7 57.1 Blue 246� 190 40.7 62.0 26.3 48.5 10.0 16.0 2.0 3.17

51 700 181 1.48 113.4 43.9 Blue 310� 165 34.2 58.0 26.6 38.6 16.0 16.4 2.0 3.95

52 605 185 1.48 114.4 65.4 Blue 196� 206 37.7 28.0 18.7 39.1 6.0 9.8 4.0 2.89

53 865 183 1.38 114.4 68.5 Blue 401� 253 47.9 60.0 21.3 59.1 6.0 12.4 4.0 2.62

54 670 185 1.48 114.3 66.1 Blue 243� 270 40.1 30.0 18.4 35.6 8.0 10.6 6.0 2.80

56 885 183 1.38 113.0 35.3 Blue 318� 290 37.3 120.0 36.1 37.2 16.0 22.1 4.0 4.30

57 690 185 1.48 114.5 68.7 Blue 341� 296 49.4 90.0 17.5 43.9 14.0 10.3 6.0 2.66

58 760 142 1.48 113.9 55.6 Green 243� 144 34.4 92.0 24.8 37.6 70.0 15.0 10.0 3.27

60 735 95 1.48 114.0 54.5 Blue 179� 191 26.6 60.0 25.4 29.1 28.0 15.5 5.0 3.33

61 710 101 1.48 113.9 54.9 Green 270� 296 29.2 51.0 24.6 42.0 18.0 14.9 9.0 3.32

62 785 258 1.48 113.9 49.1 Green 291� 333 38.7 32.0 25.6 33.4 4.0 15.7 3.0 3.67

63 740 201 1.48 114.1 49.8 Blue 158� 163 37.0 32.0 25.8 42.9 7.0 15.5 6.0 3.64

64 615 215 1.48 114.2 49.2 Blue 261� 325 36.4 24.0 22.4 39.0 10.0 13.0 6.0 3.79

65 2100 94 0 114.8 71.8 Blue 396� 305 46.0 52.0 30.4 27.3 6.0 17.8 0.0 2.48

66 2200 156 0 114.7 66.7 Blue 185� 174 50.3 211.0 33.7 66.8 40.0 20.3 2.0 2.73

67 2360 110 0 114.6 66.1 Blue 369� 246 50.4 276.0 35.2 45.9 52.0 21.7 40.0 2.66

68 2350 127 0 114.4 53.0 Blue 239� 225 45.3 332.0 43.4 40.5 84.0 27.6 4.0 3.34

69 2200 184 0 114.2 53.3 Blue 539� 492 51.8 150.0 43.6 41.6 22.0 25.8 14.0 3.44

71 850 366 1.48 115.2 46.2 Blue 252� 239 50.6 21.7 27.5 53.8 6.5 16.4 5.0 3.92

72 680 331 1.48 115.3 47.2 Blue 189� 203 48.4 30.7 22.4 44.8 7.3 13.1 4.3 3.98

74 770 390 1.48 114.3 58.2 Blue 188� 195 55.3 6.7 20.0 73.2 6.7 11.5 5.0 3.28
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results of the temperature profile along the Si/PS interface,

T(r, z¼ 0). The inset is a magnified view of the temperature

change within the radius defined by the view port (i.e.,

circular perforation) in the top (cold) Cu sheet, namely,

T(0
 r
 0.5 mm, z¼ 0). The maximum difference is less

than 0.5 �C. Shown in Fig. 8(e) is also the temperature varia-

tion along the vertical direction for various radial distances

r¼ 0, 10, 102, and 103lm. Superimposed on the data are the

locations of the air/PS interface at z¼ ho and the bottom of

the (cold) SU-8 disk at z¼ do. The data for radii r
 100 lm

collapse onto a common curve, indicating that the value of

DT ¼ Tðr ¼ 0; z ¼ 0Þ � Tðr ¼ 0; z ¼ doÞ is insensitive to

the radial distance from the central axis r¼ 0 for r< 100 lm.

The linear stability calculations for the AP and TC mod-

els predicate a fluid base state exposed to a large transverse

thermal gradient but no lateral gradient. For the results

shown in Fig. 8(d), the estimated maximum radial thermal

gradient was 1.6� 103 �C/m, based on a maximum tempera-

ture increase of 0.8 �C over a radial distance of 0.5 mm. The

estimated maximum vertical thermal gradient was 2.5

� 107 �C/m based on a maximum vertical difference of

22.1 �C at r¼ 0 over a vertical gap spacing of do¼ 885 nm.

Consequently, the lateral thermal gradient was roughly four

orders of magnitude smaller than the vertical gradient and

therefore completely negligible. These estimates were typi-

cal of all runs conducted and confirmed the assumptions

inherent in the AP and TC models.

Estimates were also used to confirm that thermal con-

duction was the dominant mechanism of heat transfer in the

experimental system modeled. The Rayleigh number for the

domain comprising the thin air layer just above the liquid

nanofilm was estimated to be four orders of magnitude

smaller than the critical number required for convective

instability. Likewise, an estimate for the domain along the

vertical edge of the hot Cu sheet above the ITO layer yielded

a Rayleigh number roughly three orders of magnitude

smaller than required for convection. Separate estimates con-

firmed that the thermal flux due to radiative losses was at

least an order of magnitude smaller than convective losses.

As a result, the heat generated by the ITO layer was assumed

to distribute throughout the system solely by thermal

conduction.

The numerical model described provided more accurate

estimates of the input parameter DT required for assessing

the fastest growing wavelength predicted by the AP and TC

models. Fig. 9(a) shows a direct comparison of DT obtained

from the original and revised simulations. The current study

generated lower average values for DT, i.e., DTorig
avg ¼ 26:9 �C

versus DTcurr
avg ¼ 16:1 �C. Fig. 9(b) shows the comparison

between theory and experiment for the AP and TC model pre-

dictions based on Eqs. (2) and (3) using a single fit constant

for each. Here, ko denotes values reported in the original

study16 while DT denotes current values based on the revised

simulations. The original values of ko were input here in

order to discern separately the influence of revisions to ko and

DT. The fit constants were found to be CAP¼ 123 �C1=2 and

CTC¼ 471 �C1=2. These numerical values exceed the theoreti-

cal values from Eqs. (4) and (5) by 10% and 53%, respec-

tively. Fig. 9(c) depicts the corresponding residual values.

FIG. 8. (a) Sample finite element mesh for domains in Fig. 7. (b) Steady

state thermal distribution for experiment #56 (drawn to scale). (c) Solid

line¼T(r, z¼ –ds) (underside of Si wafer) showing current result. Dashed

line¼ isothermal boundary condition T(r, z¼ –ds)¼Tþ used in previous

simulations.16 (d) Solid line¼T(r, z¼ 0) (along PS/Si interface). Jump at

r¼ 0.5 mm due to edge of perforated hole (view port) in top (cold) Cu

sheet shown in Fig. 7. Dip at r¼ 1.5 mm due to SU-8 spacer. Jump at

r¼ 3.75 mm due to sapphire disk edge. Inset: Magnified view of

T(0
 r
 0.5 mm, z¼ 0) (region within view port). (e) T(r, z) for r¼ 0, 10,

102, and 103 lm.
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Computation of the sum of squared residuals, namely, SSRAP

¼ 4:11� 106 �C and SSRTC ¼ 2:43� 105 �C, nonetheless,

supports a better functional fit to the TC model albeit the fit

constant is roughly 50% larger than the theoretical estimate.

VI. COMBINED EFFECT OF IMPROVED ESTIMATES
FOR ko AND DT

In Secs. IV and V, we separately examined the influence

of improvements to ko and DT. Here, we report the final

combined results of these two improvements. Fig. 10(a)

shows a direct comparison of the rescaled quantity ko �ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
DT
p

=ho versus normalized separation distance D between

the original and current data sets. The solid and dashed lines

represent least squares fits to the data based either on one or

no fit constant according to Eqs. (2) and (5). The best fit

constants were estimated to be CAP ¼ 112 �C1=2 and CTC

¼ 447 �C1=2, exceeding the theoretical estimates computed

from Eqs. (4) and (5) by 1% and 45%, respectively. The fact

that the fitted and predicted coefficient values for CAP are

essentially equal, however, does not indicate closer agree-

ment with the AP model since the functional dependence of

the data on D is not well captured by that model.

To highlight this point, we show in Fig. 10(b) the corre-

sponding residual values, i.e., the square of the deviation

between the data and fitted curve (TC) or line (AP). Clearly,

the residual values for the TC model are closely distributed

about zero, which indicates a better fit to the functional

FIG. 9. (a) Comparison of the temperature differences, DT ¼ Tðr ¼ 0;
z ¼ 0Þ � Tðr ¼ 0; z ¼ doÞ, computed from the original16 (triangles) and cur-

rent numerical model (circles) for the experiments listed in Table VII. The

complete set of experimental and simulation parameters can be found there

and in Table VI. (b) Comparison of the original to current results for the

scaled quantity ko �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
DT
p

=ho versus the normalized separation distance

D¼ do/ho. Here, ko refers to the original values reported previously16—DT

denotes the values computed in the current study [plotted in (a)]. The dashed

line is a least squares fit to the AP model with a single fit constant

CAP ¼ 123 �C1=2; the solid line is a least squares fit to the TC model with a

single fit constant CTC ¼ 470 �C1=2. (c) Residual values for the fits shown in

(b). The sum of squared residuals was computed to be SSRAP ¼ 4:12

�106 �C and SSRTC ¼ 2:42� 105 �C.

FIG. 10. (a) Comparison of the original and current data sets for the scaled

quantity ko �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
DT
p

=ho versus normalized separation distance D. Here, ko

and DT denote the improved values reported in this current work. The fit

constant for the AP model is CAP ¼ 112 �C1=2; the value estimated directly

from Eq. (4) is 111 �C1=2. The fit constant for the TC model is

CTC ¼ 447 �C1=2; the value estimated directly from Eq. (5) is 308 �C1=2. (b)

Residual values for the one fit constant curves shown in (a). The sum of

squared residuals is SSRAP ¼ 6:84� 106 �C and SSRTC ¼ 1:63� 106 �C.
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dependence on D. The sum of squared residuals, namely,

SSRAP ¼ 6:84� 106 �C versus SSRTC ¼ 1:63� 106 �C,

confirms that the TC model more closely replicates the func-

tional behavior with D measured experimentally.

A comparison (not shown) of the best fit TC curve in

Fig. 10(a) with the corresponding curve in Fig. 4(a) of Ref.

16 reveals that the improved image analysis routines of this

current study, however, do yield increased scatter in the data.

This is because the extraction of ko at much earlier times

relies on noisier data sets in which emergent features are yet

so pronounced. This is evident from the sample images and

wavenumber values shown in Figs. 3(b) and 3(e) and Figs.

4(b) and 4(e). The significant difference in extraction times

for ko between the current and original studies are listed in

Table VII, i.e., tcurr
meas versus torig

meas. Despite the increased scat-

ter, however, the fit constant for the improved data sets is

closer to the theoretical estimate of CTC ¼ 308 �C1=2—that

is, the best fit (not shown) to the data (triangles) from the

original study yielded CTC ¼ 607 �C1=2, while the best fit to

the improved data (solid dots) shown in Fig. 10(a) yields

CTC ¼ 447 �C1=2.

VII. DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL CHALLENGES

The combined results of the current study shown in Fig.

10 indicate closer agreement with the functional form pre-

dicted by the TC model. Unfortunately, the data are clustered

mostly about smaller values of D
 8. The analytic expres-

sions in Eqs. (2)–(5) clearly show that the models more

strongly differentiate for larger values of D. We are currently

redesigning the experimental system in order to access larger

substrate separation distances more easily and with higher

reproducibility.

Both the AP and TC models predicate certain conditions

which must be satisfied by experiment. These include a

liquid nanofilm of constant viscosity, parallelism of the sub-

strates confining the air/liquid bilayer, an initial flat and

uniform liquid film, a substrate separation distance character-

ized by the slender ratio (do/ko)2 � 1, heat transfer domi-

nated by thermal conduction, and infinitesimally small

fluctuation amplitudes to satisfy the condition of linear insta-

bility. As an aside, if the latter condition is satisfied, then so

too is the assumption of constant viscosity since the interface

is infinitesimally close to its original position and therefore

the film viscosity about the same as that of the original film.

To minimize misalignment from bow and warp of the

silicon and sapphire layers and to enhance parallelism of the

confining substrates, the interference fringes arising from

non-parallel substrates were monitored and leveling screws

adjusted accordingly. Film uniformity and flatness were

maximized by conducting ellipsometric measurements of

film thickness shortly after the polymer films were spun coat

onto the silicon substrates. For each experiment listed in

Table VII, we also confirmed that the slender gap approxi-

mation was well satisfied by ratios estimated to be less than

10–4. As reported in Sec. V, we also checked that the thermal

flux due to conduction far outweighed thermal flux losses

due to natural convection or radiation. Finally, as described

earlier in this paper, the substantial improvements to the

image analysis allowed extraction of ko at much earlier times

than originally reported. All in all, these checks ensured that

the assumptions inherent in the theoretical models were

fairly well satisfied in experiment.

Direct comparison of experiment to theory was nonethe-

less challenging. In particular, the influence of dust particles

and other film imperfections is particularly deleterious in

liquid nanofilms. For example, contaminant particles were

sometimes trapped unintentionally beneath the SU-8 spacers

used to preset the values of D. This problem led to underesti-

mates in the value of D, as well as non-parallelism. Despite

the rigidity of SU-8 after baking, there was also a concern

that the spacers might have undergone some compression

during loading and leveling followed by expansion during

heating, leading to uncertainty in the exact values of D.

An additional but small uncertainty in the numerical

estimates of DT was also incurred since the exact location of

the thermocouple denoted by Tþ in Fig. 7 was not known

precisely. Furthermore, the actual silicon wafer substrates

were square and not cylindrical, as modeled in the simula-

tions. Finally, the layer of thermal paste between the silicon

wafer and hot copper sheet used to enforce good thermal

contact had to be applied anew for each experimental run.

The thickness of this paste was not necessarily equal from

run to run and the volume dispensed was not measured so

the thickness of that layer was somewhat uncertain.

Small additional uncertainties were also likely incurred

in having to rely on literature values for material constants,

as listed in Tables II and III. While the values of the surface

tension, c, and the temperature coefficient, cT, from Ref. 19

were interpolated with respect to temperature and linearly

extrapolated with respect to molecular weight to better match

the actual liquid films used experimentally, other film con-

stants like the thermal conductivity, kp, and the speed of

sound, up, contained no information about the polymer

molecular weight but were used as reported. There remains

of course some uncertainly as well with regard to the fact

that the literature values reported in Tables II and III refer to

measurements made on bulk samples, which may not always

properly reflect the values pertinent to nanofilms where large

surface to volume ratios can influence material constants.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have reanalyzed the experiments

reported in McLeod et al.16 in order to obtain improved esti-

mates for ko, the wavelength of the fastest growing mode,

and DT, the temperature drop across the air/nanofilm bilayer.

Accurate values of these two key parameters are necessary

for making contact with theoretical predictions in order to

identify the mechanism leading to instability in flat nano-

films subject to a large applied transverse thermal gradient.

The AP model ascribes periodic film deformation due to

buildup of acoustic phonon pressure within the nanofilm

caused by the reflection of long wavelength phonons from

interfaces within the confined bilayer. The TC model

ascribes periodic film deformation to thermocapillary forces

acting along the air/nanofilm interface which draw alternat-

ing portions of the liquid film toward the cooler substrate.
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As detailed in this paper, the improved image analysis

for ko allowed extraction of emergent features at much ear-

lier times of the instability than previously reported. In addi-

tion, the revised thermal simulations described, which better

mimic the actual experimental system, led to smaller esti-

mated values of DT. Refinement of these two parameter val-

ues leads to closer overall agreement with the predictions of

the TC model rather than the AP model. In particular, the

experimental data more closely follow the functional depen-

dence on the normalized substrate separation distance

D¼ do/ho described by the thermocapillary mechanism.

However, the best fit to both models still requires one fit con-

stant. While the value of that constant for the AP model is

very close to its theoretical value, the same is not true for the

TC model for which the fit constant is approximately 50%

larger than the theoretical value. We have discussed several

possible causes for this discrepancy. In an effort to resolve

this problem, we are currently redesigning the entire experi-

mental system in the hope of conclusively differentiating

between the acoustic phonon and thermocapillary

mechanisms.
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